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Background

Results

Targeted cancer medicines have improved patient outcomes
compared to conventional chemotherapies, however, resistance
and heterogeneity in response remain an issue. Precision dosing
aims to tailor a given dose for a patient to optimise outcomes.
Precision dosing can occur at therapy initiation (precision initial
dose selection), or during therapy (on-therapy dose adaption)(Fig.
1).

• 42 on-therapy dose adaptation studies were identified, largely
describing two strategies.
• Toxicity and response guided dosing (n=33) (table 1).
• Concentration, toxicity and response guided dosing (n=9).

Fig 1. Precision dosing: on-therapy adaptation and initial dose selection

On-therapy dose adaption strategies may consider: patient
preference, disease status, time since drug initiation and prior
evidence of treatment success (Fig. 2).

Toxicity and response guided dosing
• Toxicity guided dosing builds upon the theory of
no toxicity being a sign of under dosing, noting
that for some patients, this may equate to higher
or lower than the standard recommended doses.
• Ramp-dosing in those who have failed to respond
or relapsed to standard dosing is a form of
response guided dosing, and typically is the first
precision dosing strategy to be studied for a
medicine to extend or achieve efficacy.

Concentration, toxicity and response guided dosing
• Concentration guided dosing, also known
as therapeutic drug monitoring, involves
the measurement and interpretation of
drug concentrations in the blood, and is a
complementary approach to toxicity and
response guided dosing.

Conclusion
Fig 2.Disease status and time points throughout cancer therapy for precision dosing

Concentration, toxicity and response have
The objective was to identify prospectively evaluated precision dose significant potential to be used as markers to
guide on-therapy dose adaption of targeted
strategies for targeted cancer medicines and create an evidencecancer medicines. In the future, pharmacists
based reference for pharmacists on the emerging strategies.
may play a role in advising on when to enact
Methods
these strategies in clinical practice
Embase, ProQuest, Google Scholar and Scopus were searched with
the terms, “dose modification”, “dose adaption”, “therapeutic drug
monitoring”, “dose personalisation”, “dose individualisation”, and
@bradley_menz
bradley-menz
the name of FDA approved targeted cancer medicines.
..

Table. 1 Toxicity and response guided dosing explored across 33 studies at respective disease status
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